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SGA election preview

Men, women continue march

Catch up on the latest basketball scores and news.
Sports, pg. 8

Read transcripts of Newswire press conferences with candidates from
both tickets and exclusive poll data Campus News, pg. 2
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ASLS out of Africa

Hot ‘n Throbbing

Playing naughty

Service trips to
Ghana, India
suspended
Katie RosenBaum
Campus News Editor

Newswire photo By Erika Bresee

The Xavier Players will present “Hot ‘n Throbbing” this weekend. The Newswire’s
Emily Hoferer caught a sneak peak of the potentially controversial play. To see the
story, see Arts & Entertainment, pg. 10

Xavier University, the
only Jesuit university in the
country with multiple international service learning semesters, is reexamining and
restructuring the Academic
Service Learning Semester
programs.
In previous years, there
has been one international
trip a semester to either Nicaragua, India or Ghana, in
addition to the Over-theRhine service learning semester.
Next year, however, there
will only be a trip to Nicaragua and the urban Over-theRhine program.
Nicaragua and Over-theRhine were chosen because
they are well-established
programs with strong infrastructures, says Dr. Kandi
Stinson, Associate Provost
for Academic Affairs.
Interim Director of Academic Service Learning Semesters Dr. Irene Hodgson
is unsure about the budget
for next year’s trips.
Stinson says that there
“are no plans to cut the budget for ASLS.” However,

Paychange affects student workers
Matthew Finger
Managing Editor

in Ohio will be based annually on the consumer price
index, or CPI. The CPI
measures the average price
of purchased consumer
goods, and is also a measure
for inflation.
Because the CPI changes
annually, Ohio will be reevaluating the minimum
wage in November of each
year with the new wage effective on Jan. 1 of the following year. With only a
two-month period for wage
changes, the new wage determining system has the
potential to leave employers, like Xavier, crunched
for time.
“It will have an effect
for Xavier as well as other
organizations in the state of
Ohio,” said Sheila Spisak,
the director of the Career
Services Center. She added
that employers can now only
do projections on wages and
pay scales.
To compound the possible problems that the

Ohio has implemented
a new system for determining the statewide minimum
wage, raising base pay for
Xavier student employees to
a minimum of $7 an hour.
But as a result of the new
system, the minimum wage
for Ohio has the potential to
shift annually, leaving employers like Xavier uncertain as to where base-wages
will be, according to Judy
Brown, the student employment opportunities coordinator.
The new minimum wage
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CPI-based
wage
system presents,
the Federal
Government
announced a
raise in the
federal minimum wage,
bringing the
minimum
from $5.15 an
hour to $7.25
Newswire photo By Erika Bresee
an hour, ef- Student worker Kristin Strehle.
fective July 24,
federal laws as it makes de2009.
Xavier will abide by all cisions regarding pay adjuststate and federal wage laws, ments for student employees
said Brown. But the increas- who continue in their posiing wages and unpredict- tions from one academic
ability of the CPI have cre- year to another.
Xavier employs students
ated a situation for Xavier
that prevents the establish- for approximately 1,000
ment of a set pay scale for positions. This does not include student positions for
adjustments in salary.
“It is hard to project what Blue Gibbon, the Bookstore,
student compensation will Subway and Coffee Emporium, as well as Sodexho
be,” said Brown.
According to Spisak, the employees, who manage
university will continue to Ryan’s Pub, Tony’s Little
follow both the state and Italy and the cafeteria.
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photo provided by ashley bonnell

Sophomore Ashley Bonnell (second to left) and Junior
Mary Hannah (right) on an ASLS semester in India.
with rising expenses including travel, faculty member’s
salaries and other costs for
the trip, the budget cannot
fund as much as it has in the
past.
The decision to forego
the Ghana trip, the trip
scheduled for next year,
“has nothing to do with
money, but was a strategic
decision,” says Stinson.
Sophomore John Taravella is “I am frustrated that
the Ghana trip is cancelled.
I had my heart set on going
there.”
Currently, he is looking
into alternate opportunities
outside of the ASLS program to travel to Africa.
Next year, Xavier is going to “step back to see what
we are doing well and what
needs work and what hopes,
challenges, successes and
failures we want to address
regarding ASLS,” says Stinson.
Stinson says
that now is a
perfect
time
to “take inventory of what we
have,” and look
at the ASLS as the
university begins
to “strengthen and
expand international education.” She
says that Xavier is soon going to hire an Executive Director for International Education, expected to be hired
by early June. The director
will oversee the ASLS and
other study abroad programs, as well as strengthen
programs that support international students on campus.
Under the direction of an
executive, programs will increase communication and
help Xavier become a more
international campus with
increased number of students studying abroad.
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“One of the director’s
primary goals is going to
be convening faculty, students and administration to
work together to decide the
direction of the ASLS,” says
Stinson.
This group will evaluate
all the trips and decide if
they should be strengthened
or expanded. They may also
examine possible alternatives.
Dr. Hodgson believes
that a goal on campus
should be to allow more
students the opportunity to
attend an ASLS through increasing the amount of trips
and working with schools
and departments within the
university.
Neither Hodgson or Stinson were clear if enrollment
in these programs is increasing, but Hodgson did say
that they had to turn away
people for Ghana last semester.
Hodgson
also
says that staffing
issues need to be
further addressed
by administrators. Currently,
professors do
not
receive
extra compensation besides their
regular salary when they
lead a service learning trip,
which may influence professors willingness or ability to
lead them.
Xavier uses the ASLS as
a marketing tool for the university and to recruit prospective students.
“I don’t think the marketing of these programs is
a problem given that reexamining and revisiting certainly leaves open the possibility that the programs
will not only be offered
again, but that they could
be strengthened, expanded,”
says Stinson.
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SGA ELECTION
SPECIAL

week of February 6, 2008

The Xavier Newswire

Scanlon • Johnson • Badall
Who are you voting for?
Scanlon,
Johnson,
Badall

Not voting

26%
21%
Gamboa,
Callejas,
Hale

37%
16%

*

Undecided

Voting breakdown by gender:
Scanlon,
Johnson,
Badall
Photo by Erika Breese

Executive President candidate Craig Scanlon, Administrative Vice-President Josh Badall and Legislative VicePresident Carter Johnson are running on a platform of experience.
The Newswire staff sat down
with Craig Scanlon, Carter Johnson
and Josh Badall. For the complete
transcript of the interview visit
xu.edu/newswire.
What are some projects you
championed this past year?
Scanlon: I started out with the
rummage sale. The Ride Board,
I put that together. And also sand
volleyball courts, I was kind of
the initial contact person for that.
I guess one of the more immediate projects I’ve been involved in
are the student-administer forums.
Badall: This is my second year on
SAC. I’m the chair of the weekday committee, and we put on
events Monday through Thursday,
and we do late night snack and
Carter and I have established the
Pregame Madness that’s been going on—one hour before games.
Johnson: One thing that I’ve
done this year is extend a micro
loan program that’s extended to
all clubs across campus. Another
big project of mine is a student
managed equity fund.
Where would increased funding
for your new programs come
from?
Scanlon: I can talk about that
a little bit being on the current
executive ticket because I’ve had
insight into the funds that were
able to use and that were allocated
this year, and basically a lot of
our projects this year weren’t
necessarily funds driven—it was

“

I think I bring all the
student concerns that
I hear from all the
other student organizations I’ve been
involved with across
campus.

”

—Craig Scanlon

coordinating with other offices
on campus to get those things
done, so I’ve kind of seen as the
year’s progressed a surplus in
our budget, and we’ll probably
have some money left over at the
end of the year, so when we were
formulating this, I kind of had that
in mind, looking at how we could
best utilize the funds for next
year. Because in the business
world, you want to try to maximize your funds down to the first
percentile.
Why are you the best candidates
for this job?
Scanlon: Passion and experience.
Badall:Yea, I agree, I think it’s
the intentions and experience. All
three of us have the best intentions for the Xavier student body
and the campus. And we have the
experience and the knowledge to
back it up.
Do you see your lack of diversity
as a problem? What if anything
are you going to do to compensate for it?
Scanlon: I think plain and simple,
we’ve shown results in the past,
we’ve had experience, and so
with that I think that we’re the
best people for the job in essence,
so just based on that. I feel like
we can empathize with the needs
of any student.
Would you consider adjusting
your salaries?
Scanlon: You know I know past

“

Business is business,
and we’re not elected
by the administrators,
you know? We’re elected by the students.

”

—Carter Johnson

executives have donated that back
in terms of funds, but I know
we’ve had complications with that
this past year, and really it comes
down to this is a position that you
have to put a lot of time and energy into. I would almost consider
it as kind of an internship, so kind
of receiving compensation for that
and providing you with experience for maybe things you’re
interested in later.
Johnson: Another issue that it
is such a time commitment. It
almost leaves no room for a job.
We’re not going to bid on the
election.
What would you do to change
the perception that SGA is not
transparent?
Scanlon: I think just showing our
past, like for myself I’ve had so
much experience with so many
clubs and organization that have
allowed me to see different way, a
different side of Xavier outside of
SGA, so I bring that to the table
when I act as an SGA member. I
think I bring all the student concerns that I hear from all the other
student organizations I’ve been
involved with across campus.
What are your current relationships with the administrators?
Johnson: I mean, we’re close, but
business is business, and we’re
not elected by the administrators,
you know? We’re elected by the
students.

“

All three of us have
the best intentions
for the Xavier student
body and the campus.
And we have the experience and the knowledge to back it up.

”

—Josh Badall

Gamboa,
Callejas,
Hale

34%
15%

Undecided

32%
21%
22%

Not
voting

12%

41%

24%

Men
Women

*These polls were conducted by the Newswire via Facebook on
Tuesday, Feb. 5, 2008. They surveyed 100 Xavier students and
should not be considered scientific.
Craig Scanlon – Carter Johnson – Josh Badall
Executive platform
eXchange
eXchange…
•
Explore new food options in GSC
•
Free online music download service
•
More campus mail & US post office drop box locations on campus
•
Reduced cost for carpool parking spaces for commuter students
•
Implement an XU tailored online housing system
•
Increase efficiency and accessibility of academic advisors
•
Expand USA Today readership program in residence halls
•
Reduce costs for Kaplan Courses
•
Increase funding and size of pre-game madness basketball events
•
Reduce cost of O’Connor fitness classes
•
Support and expand Alternative Breaks trip opportunities
•
Club presidents’ forum for student leaders
•
Sam’s Club membership card access for clubs
•
Advocate for green & sustainable options campus-wide
•
Running trail for students
•
Support Academic Service Learning Semesters
•
Increased library hours
•
XU shuttle as a student-run business
•
Physical textbook exchange in GSC
•
Indoor golf practice facility
•
TI-83 calculator rental program
•
Improvements to residence hall lounges
•
Addressing concerns for the Dana Crossing
•
Increase services for Community Action Day
eXcellence maintained…
•
Continue supporting O’Connor improvements
•
Continue & expand Newport Shuttle
•
Continue Market Monday Shuttle
•
Student Administrator Discussion Forums
•
Student Discount Travel Options
•
Collaborative events with local universities
•
Expand Xavier’s entertainment possibilities
•
Professional mentoring program in colleges
•
All Card access at off campus restaurants
•
Interfaith Prayer Facility
•
Continue campus rummage sale
•
Student Participation in New Building Project
eXplain…
•
Student-Executive Administrative Forums
•
Published progress report once a semester
•
Open door policy during office hours
•
Administer survey to gauge student concerns
•
Increase faculty awareness of student life
•
Monthly SGA newsletter
All platform items were deemed feasible through administration approval
www.myspace.com/XUeXchange

The Xavier Newswire
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Gamboa • Callejas • Hale

The Newswire staff sat down
with Esteban Gamboa, Chris Hale
and Bianca Callejas. For the complete transcript of the interview visit
xu.edu/newswire.

“

I think that there are
so many resources
and people that have
creative ideas that are
on campus that aren’t
in SGA, and we should
exploit those.

What are some projects you
championed this past year?
Gamboa: I’m on the Student
Life Committee. I’ve been the
chair of the student life committee
for two years.
Free airport shuttle—I run that.
As well as the housing fair. Last
two years, we’ve done student appreciation day. Where we give out
the t-shirts and free food, and stuff
like that.
Cajellas: I’m on the SAC side,
so I do a lot of event planning. And
then this year I put on the 9/11 memorial and planned XU at the zoo.
I’m in the process of planning an
aquarium trip. While they’re on the
Senate, I’m on the SAC side, so we
balance each other out.
Why are you the best candidates
for the job?
Gamboa: Well, we have a
broader scope on campus, based
on who we represent.
Hale: I think it’s about time we
get a fresh perspective out there,
you know, we need to open the
windows and let a little fresh air
into SGA. It’s getting a little stingy
in there. We need to get people with
new ideas, and we need to push this
thing a little bit further.
Do you consider your opponents’ lack of diversity a problem?
Cajellas: I don’t even think it’s
so much of a problem as much as
it’s who they’ve reached out to, and

”

—Esteban Gamboa
Photo courtesy of norwood-ohio.com

“

It’s about time we get
a fresh perspective out
there, you know, we
need to open the windows and let a little
fresh air into SGA.

”

—Chris Hale
Photo by Erika Breese

Executive President candidate Esteban Gamboa, Administrative Vice-President Bianca Callejas and Legislative
Vice-President Chris Hale are running on a platform of change.
I think that when we were formulating our platform, we really tried
to go to all these different clubs.
It’s not even a matter of diversity,
it’s a matter of staying inside your
comfort zone. I think that in that
regard, we’ve gotten out there a
lot more.
Would you do anything to help
expand Norwood relations?
Gamboa: We used to go to the
city council meetings, you know. If
we were a university, kind of like
Notre Dame, where every student

Esteban Gamboa – Bianca Callejas – Chris Hale
Executive Platform
Viva X!
A vision of Passion, Fun, and Unity
Vision of Campus Unity
•
Host GLBT or Safe-Zone Conference
•
Support the planning of a Women’s Studies Festival in the new Women’s
Center
•
Increase awareness and attendance of enriching events (i.e. “A Conversation on Race”)
Vision of Life at Xavier Univesity
•
Bring the Presidential Election ’08 to campus through events that will
encourage voter turnout
•
Advocate market pricing for on-campus housing
•
Start a TAILGATING tradition for Men’s and Women’s basketball games
Vision of Health and Safety
•
FREE FITNESS CLASSES at O’Connor Sports Center
•
Provide short term parking solutions (i.e. shuttle students form C2, South
lots, etc.)
•
Instate an optional registration system with Campus police for off-campus
housing
Vision of Academic Excellence
•
Put money toward discount graduate school exams, prep courses, and fairs
•
Plan retreats that focus on specific career paths
•
Encourage academic service learning semesters tailored to specific majors
•
Expand the mentorship program to pre-professional fields of study
Vision of Our Jesuit Values
•
Organize a summit where all religious and service organizations can communicate and work together
•
Work toward collaboration between multi-cultural, spiritual, service, and
legislative groups on campus
•
Establish a multi-faith spiritual advisor program
Vision of Simplicity through Technology
•
Set up wireless printing stations in all residence halls
•
Launch a virtual inter-club calendar along with an SGA blog to keep you
informed
•
Raise the standard for off-campus housing through a “Rate My Landlord”
website
Vision of Effective Student Legislation
•
Demand more student involvement in the development of Xavier Square
and the Hoff Academic Quadrangle devle4opmentws
•
Maintain an “open-door” policy in the Student Government office
•
Increase non-SGA student’s involvement and feedback in committees that
affect all of campus

lived on campus, then I could see
that, you know, forget it, don’t mess
with it. We should have a liason to
these council meetings, and I don’t
see why there shouldn’t be [one]. I
mean, we’re living in a city, and we
should definitely have a connection
with these people to be included in
relationships. I mean, there’s no
reason why these residents should
be wanting us out, I mean, I understand we’re loud, we party, our
music is loud…
Hale: One thing that I learned
that’s involved with the Jesuit institution when I was looking at this
school, one thing that’s at every Jesuit university is that they are built
inside cities, they are built among
neighborhoods for a reason—to
interact with the neighborhoods.
It seems like if we’re hiding from
a neighborhood, pretending they
don’t exist, it’s really going against
our core values as a Jesuit university. We need to interact with them.
We need to work with them and not
against them.
Would you consider adjusting
your salaries? (SGA President
makes roughly $7,000/ year and
Vice Presidents make roughly
$5,000/ year.)
Gamboa: We talked about that,
actually. Chris actually said he’d be
willing to give up his stipend.
Hale: In my personal opinion,
yes, I don’t think that money…you
give $1000 for four years, I don’t
think I should take that back from
you. I think it’s a volunteer job.
That’s my personal opinion, I’m not
speaking for the rest of these guys,
but I would give it back. And you
can quote me on that.
Gamboa: I’d be willing to take
a pay cut, but I would not do it
without payment.
Cajellas: I think we’d all be
willing to get pay cuts, I don’t think
that’s an issue. Actually I didn’t
even know that you got paid until
Este asked if I wanted to run.
How will you communicate
SGA goings-on with the average

student?
Gamboa: I think the biggest
problem on this campus is the
disconnect between student government and the student body. I
mean we do so much the students
don’t even know about. I mean,
we have the biggest budget of any
other organization on campus. Our
budget is $800,000. And it’s going
up. As tuition goes up, our budget
goes up. One of the things we want
to develop through our platform is a
website, I don’t know if any of you
have been to the SGA website—it’s
garbage. It’s not fun to go to. There
should definitely be a fun, interactive website where you want to go.
Hale: It’s not the students’ fault, as
much as it’s SGA’s fault. I don’t
know if you know, Sodexho’s
been here since 2001, our cafeteria
service. There’s been eight forums
on Sodexho. And who gets invited
to these food forums—it’s all SGA.
More than half of SGA live off
campus. These should be open for
the students. These things need to
open up to the students.

“

When we were formulating our platform,
we really tried to go
to all these different
clubs.

”

—Bianca Callejas
Gamboa: Just because we’re
student leaders, I mean I don’t
feign and try to act like I’m the
most intelligent person at Xavier
University. I think that there are
so many resources and people that
have creative ideas that are on
campus that aren’t in SGA, and we
should exploit those.
Hale: One thing about anything
that you run, it runs better with
more voices. Voices that actually
have the time to listen. You know,
Senators are supposed to do individual projects and help achieve
the Senate platform for the year,
so I think that if we really want to
achieve all these things it’s not going to be the three of us, it’s going to
be the whole school behind us.

An SGA election
buff?
Go to the Blog at xu.edu/newsire
and click on the XN blog for continuing updates and opinions on the SGA
election.
Attend the debate and public forum
Wednesday, Feb. 6 in the Gallagher
Atrium. Questions will be submitted
from SGA Board of Elections and the
Newswire staff.
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Police Notes
Jan. 28, 3:16 p.m.- Campus
Police and Residence Life investigated a report of a strong smell
of marijuana in a residence hall. A
small amount of the drug and paraphernalia were confiscated.
Jan. 29, 12:30 p.m.- A student
reported continual verbal abuse by
another student.
Feb. 2, 3:12 a.m.- Campus
Police transported a student to a
residence hall after Norwood Police
had cited the student for underage consumption at the corner of
Montgomery Road and Lexington
Avenue.
Feb. 3, 12:26 a.m.- A student
carrying an open container was
cited for underage consumption.
Feb. 3, 12:41 a.m.- Two students smoking marijuana outside a
residence hall were cited for drug
abuse and underage consumption.
Feb. 3, 1:46 a.m.- A student
stumbling through the C-1 lot was
cited for underage consumption and
transported back to the residence
halls.
Feb. 3, 3:17 a.m.- An officer
on patrol discovered damage to the
entrance and first floor of Brockman Hall.

Feb. 3, 6:41 a.m.- A student carrying an open container was cited
for underage consumption.
Feb. 3, 4:44 p.m.- An officer
on patrol discovered damage to the
front door at 1612 Dana Ave.
Feb. 3, 8:26 p.m.- A student
reported that his or her vehicle had
been broken into and the stereo
system stolen in the South lot.

POLICE NOTE
of the

Week

BRIEFS
Katie Rosenbaum, Editor
News Desk: 745-3607
newswire-news@xavier.edu

Photoshop training
In this introductory session presented by Discovery Services, we
will cover the Photoshop interface,
creating a new image, layers, history, text tools, canvas manipulation,
filters, red-eye correction and file
formats. The training session will
be held from 1:30 - 3 p.m. Mon.,
Feb. 25 in the McDonald first Floor
Computing Lab and is open to all
faculty, staff and students. Session
space is limited to 18 people. For
more information contact Jessica
Murphy, murphyj1@xavier.edu.

E/RS lecture
Feb. 3, 5:03 p.m.- An officer on patrol discovered
graffiti scratched onto a
sign outside of Residence
Life.

The Xavier Newswire

Erik Reece of the English Department at the University of Lexington will speak on his book “Lost
Mountain: A Year in the Vanishing
Wilderness” at 1:30 p.m. on Mon.,
Feb. 11 in Gallagher Theater. This
work of literary nonfiction concerns
the mountains of Appalachia. The
lecture is sponsored by the Ethics/Religion & Society Program
(E/RS) which is also coordinating
several classroom visits by the
author. Reece will visit a number
of these classes during his time on
campus. For more information,
contact E/RS Co-Director Kathleen
Smythe at x3279.

-Paid Advertisement-

Cinderella’s closet
Help disadvantaged girls enjoy
their prom and be princesses for
an evening. Students, faculty and
staff, please donate gently-used
formal dresses no more than five
years old, accessories, shoes or
unopened makeup at any residence
hall desk through Feb. 29. Help
deliver the dresses on March 8 or
help with transforming the girls’ selection room into a palace. Women
can also help girls select the right
dresses and do alterations. Call
Amy at x3323 or sign on to www.
cinderellasclosetnky.org for more
information.

Local Summit
The Community Building Institute, in collaboration with Invest
in Neighborhoods, Inc., will host
The Sixth Annual Neighborhood
Summit on Feb. 15 and 16. The
Summit is a combination pep rally
and information session focused
on the success of Cincinnati’s 52
neighborhoods and the potential for
their continued improvement. The
Summit will open with dinner and
keynote address from Dr. O’Dell
Owens. This year’s theme is Clean,
Green and Serene. There are four
breakout sessions offered throughout the day. Valuable neighborhood
resources are also available at vendor tables. Contact the Community
Building Institute at x3896 for more
information.

Battle of the Bands
The DEBUNKIFY campaign
leaders are looking for bands and
individual performers to participate
in the Battle of the Bands on Feb.
28 from 7 to 9 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. Winning band or performer
wins $250. Interested participants
should email mcmurrayjt@xavier.
edu no later than Feb. 20. Visit
www.debunkify.com/xu to find out
more about the XU DEBUNKIFY
campaign.

SGA debate
Student Government Association controls one percent of undergraduate tuition. That’s almost
$800,000, which goes to fund all
the clubs and activities on campus.
You have a chance to vote for the
next SGA executives, so educate
yourself about the candidates at
the SGA Executive debate. Come
to the debate at 8 p.m. Wed., Feb 6
in the GSC atrium to find out more.
Contact Katy Baldwin, baldwink@
xu.edu, for more information.

X-shirt
Continue the tradition and buy
this year’s X-shirt for $9.99. Part
of the proceeds goes towards the
Greater Cincinnati Coalition for
the Homeless. A wide variety of
other men’s and women’s clothing
items are 25 percent off until March
8. Contact Tracy Post at x3744 or
email postt@xavier.edu.
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Faculty Profile: Sr. Rose Ann Fleming

Stephanie Metz

Q: Is it true that you
are also a women’s rights
lawyer?
Well, I do that on a volunteer
basis basically in the evening,
and on the weekends, when I’m
free. I have a paralegal; she does
a lot of that work for me.

Assistant Campus News Editor

Sr. Rose Ann Fleming has
worked at Xavier for 24 years as
the academic advisor for student
athletes. Under her guidance
student-athlete graduation rates
have been very high. Here she
describes her love for Xavier,
Cincinnati and salmon.
Q: What degrees do you
have?
I have a B.A. from College of
Mt. St. Joseph, and a masters
in English from University of
Detroit. I also got a masters from
Xavier in education and then I
got my Ph.D from Miami University in educational administration. Then I came back here
and got a masters in business.
I also got my law degree from
Northern Kentucky University.

Q: What do have on your
iPod right now?
Well I like music, particularly
like folk music, but I don’t carry
an iPod.
Q: If you could have a
dinner party with any five
people living or dead, who
would they be?
I would definitely invite my
twin brother and his wife.
And then I think I would fill in
the rest of the table with family.
I have five nieces and nephews
and their children. We would
overflow!
Q: What
do you like
to do in your
free time?
I like to exercise. I like athletics, I like to
jog. If I’ve got
time, I like to play golf.

Q: What’s your favorite
thing about Xavier?
The people. This is a very
accepting community and I’ve
loved every minute I’ve been
here the last 24 years.
The other thing I like about
it is I feel they really care about
the student. I feel that faculty go
110 percent out of their way to
take care of the individual needs
of the individual students.

Q: Ifyou could live anywhere in the world, where
would you choose?
I like Cincinnati; I don’t think
I’d move. It’s in the middle of
the county. It’s big enough to
offer a variety of the arts and
entertainment. It’s got a lot of
excellent restaurants. It’s got a
lot of diversity. I couldn’t think
of much more.

Q: What’s your least favorite thing about Xavier?
I think they’re working on it.
The whole plan that has been revealed to us as far as expanding
the campus is really envisioning
far beyond my vision what is
needed.
I think it will all be there. If
I had to mention one thing I’m
glad it’s going to include it would
be a parking facility and relatively close to where I am.
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Q: What would you want
to eat if you could choose a
last meal?
Probably the thickest piece of
salmon you could find.

-Paid AdvertisementLost Mountain
a year in the vanishing wilderness
radical strip mining and the devastation of Appalachia

A public lecture by
Erik Reece

Q: If
you were
stranded
on a desert island,
w h a t
one book
w o u l d
you bring?
I think I’d take the Bible.

Professor of English
at the University of Kentucky
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 11
1:30-2:45
Gallagher Student Center Theater
Xavier University
An Ethics/Religion and Society program
For more information, contact Kathleen Smythe at 745-3279
or at ersxavier@yahoo.com

Classifieds

For classified orders and information, call Zach Nolden at 513-745-3561 or email him at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

For Rent

Houses For Rent. 2, 3, and 4 bedroom houses available for this
winter, next summer and next school year, 2 blocks from campus,
clean, fully equipped, off street parking, laundry, next to other student housing, please call 513-616-3798 or email cit545@aol.com
Live with all your friends! Huge 4 & 5 BRs with large
front porch overlooking yard for grilling out. Washer/
Dryer on premise and free parking included. Easy walk/
bike to class. Call 673-4946 to set an appointment today.
Awesome 2 BR with walk out balcony overlooking yard. Huge
rooms with closets to spare. On XU shuttle line. On site washer & dyer and lighted off-street parking. Call Scott at 673-4946
3/4 bedroom- Norwood. Walk to Xavier. Water paid. Coin op laundry. $850 per month. $450 Deposit. Call Mike @ 513-300-2392

PT instructors needed for Science Center. Call 396-5578 for details.
Earn $$$$ this summer! Assistant Aquatic Director. City of Springdale, OH. Responsible for assisting in the managmenet and operation
of the municipal swimming pool. Seasonal position begins in April
and ends mid September. Duties include pre-season/post-season
pool preparations, hiring and supervision of aquatic staff and organization of special pool related events. Knowledge of pool chemistry,
filtration and daily maintenance is essential. Current certification in
Lifeguarding,Water Safety Instructor, CPR and First Aid. Salary range
$4500.00-$6000.00 DOQ. Days, nights and weekends required. EOE
Apply at the Springdale Parks and Recreation Dept., 11999 Lawnview Ave. Springdale, OH 45246 or download an application from
the web site www.springdale.org. For more information call Sharon
Casselman, Assistant Parks and Recreation Director, at 346-3910.

Help
Wanted
Prepared by
Polaris Recruitment Communications

Spring Break 2008. Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go Free. Call for group
discounts. Best Deals Guarenteed! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida. 800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

Rusty Bucket is a neighborhood restaurant and
tavern featuring fantastic pub-style food
in a casual sports setting.

Opening February 2008
CURRENTLY HIRING

Servers, Host/ess, Cooks, Dishwashers
Apply in Person, Mon-Fri 10am-6pm at:









Earn $$$ while you tan. Enjoy the water? Working outside? Interested in teaching? The City of Springdale, OH is looking for mature
qualified, friendly and dedicated individuals to lifeguard. Great pay
scale of $7.75-$12.00 p/h DOQ. American Red Cross Lifeguard,
Standard First Aid and CPR or equivalents required. Certification in
American Red Cross Water Safety Instructor preferred. Day, night
and weekend hours available. EOE Apply at the Springdale Parks
and Recreation Dept., 11999 Lawnview Ave. Springdale, OH, 45246
or download an application from the web site www.springdale.org.

Travel

Children’s Day CampDate
Summer
Cincinnati Nature Center
Created Staff.
01.26.07
01.31.08
seeks Children’s Day Camp Summer Staff. Details: http://www.cinLast Modified 01.26.07
01.31.08
cynature.org/cnc.asp?n=jobs-summer or call 513-831-1722 x127.

Order Number cmh_14948
CMR_20614
Ad Dimensions 2.25
3 x 4x 49 agates

Created by ml
lk

Last modified by ML
lk
Art
Links Verified? y



Xavier Professor looking for daytime babysitter to
care for two young children in Madeira. 8 miles from
Flexible.
Email
amatsonhyland@yahoo.com
campus.
Mother’s helper/nanny needed for Indian Hill family. 4 girls
16, 13, 10, 7. Must be cheerful, responsible. 5/10 wk. Tue/Th.
aft/eve. References req. Email: mckenna4girls@yahoo.com

Rookwood Commons & Pavilion
2692 Madison Rd.
Norwood, OH 45209
Call 513-841-2739

or download application at our website.

www.rustybuckettavern.com

EOE

All the
cool
kids are
doing
it.

newswire-classifieds
@xavier.edu
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Service semesters are
staples, should stay

—L E T T E R S

T H E

Mixed reaction, Mixed intent

Academic Service Learning Semesters are a small aspect of this university, but an important one. Our program has developed so much that we
are the only Jesuit university that has three
different international sites. Xavier prides Get the full story:
itself on this program, as it should because
“Out of Africa”
it is one of a kind.
p.
There’s a section of the prospective
student website devoted to the programs, it’s plastered all over Xavier
marketing materials and some students even choose to come to Xavier
so they can one day participate in a trip to Ghana, Nicaragua, India or
Over-the-Rhine.
The 2005 fall issue of Xavier magazine had four stories about the Ghana
semester. The latest issue of the magazine had another feature about an
alum in Africa. Obviously the university loves the fact that it has ties to
these countries. Are they going to break these ties a mere three years after
they’ve boasted about it in their alumni publications? We hope not.
Also, we sometimes forget that 20-30 of our peers participate in these
semesters and they bring their stories, experiences and knowledge back
to the XU community.
So to take all of these things away from the student body would be
disheartening at best and enraging at worst. It is the sincerest hope of the
Newswire that the administration does everything they can to keep these
programs here. They are too valuable to lose.
So if the program is faltering and the big-wigs feel that it needs to be
re-evaluated, then it should. We totally support that. In fact, hiring another
person to help with international student programs will help.
If we are still promoting these programs then we should still have these
programs. There is no reason to mislead prospective students. So let’s make
some decisions and get some things done soon. The university is taking
many steps forward with its campus expansion, but it is taking a giant step
backwards if it abandons Academic Service Learning Semesters.

1

Working on our
workout hours
We at the Newswire, while working on our intellectually stimulating
spring break bodies have noticed quite the influx of students working out
at O’Connor Sports Center recently.
Attributing this to New Years’ resolutions/Lenten promises/freshman
weight-gain realizations, we’ve been pleasantly accepting of this minor
inconvenience.
However, we then realized that on Tuesdays and Thursdays, O’Connor
opens an astonishing 4.25 hours later than its Monday/Wednesday/Friday counterparts, delaying heart and appearance-healthy activity until
10 a.m.
Oh, and opening at 11 a.m. on weekends seems counter-productive,
allowing late-night partiers to sleep until double-digits.
We know Xavier is a huge party school (sarcasm), but some of us like
morning workouts.
And finally, closing the facilities at 5 p.m. on Sundays? Really, Xavier?
Really?
I mean, maybe it’s just us, but this mentality of “let’s control the Xavier
Rec overpopulation?” Cut us some slack.

On the Web: http://www.xavier.edu/newswire
The Xavier Newswire is published weekly
throughout the school year, except during vacation and final exams, by the students of Xavier
University, 3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH
45207-2129.
The staff editorial is written by a different staff
member each week and does not necessarily reflect
the sentiments of the entire staff. It is also not the
sole responsibility of the Opinions and Editorials
editor to write it.
The statements and opinions of the Xavier
Newswire are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty or administration of Xavier. The

T O

statements and opinions of a columnist do not necessarily reflect those of editors or general staff.
Subscription rates are $30 per year or $15 per
semester within the USA and are prorated.
Subscription inquiries should be directed to
Patrick Stevenson, 513-745-3607.
Advertising inquiries should be directed to Ellie
Jaqueth, Advertising Manager, 513-745-3561.
One copy of the Xavier Newswire, distributed
on campus, is free per person per week. Additional
copies are 25 cents.
Xavier University is an academic community
committed to equal opportunity for all persons.

We are delighted the “mixed
message” was not lost on you! We
feel the same way. We have had
mixed feelings about using the pole
dancing event for promotion. While
it seems our puritan roots in the
“naughty naughty” attitudes toward
sex has given traction to an explosive, ubiquitous, lucrative industry
there is a larger moral ethic. Should
porn be illegal? Pay-per-view only?
Censorship? How much? Why?
Our “mixed” feelings as a country
are evident when the very definition
of porn is strongly debated at the
Supreme Court level.
Interestingly enough, Paula Vogel (the playwright) was conflicted
about writing this play herself. She

wrote it when the National Endowment for the Arts was pursuing
censorship of plays and in her zeal
against this position she wrote a
rather lurid and sexually explicit
piece while showing the connection
to violence. Examination of this
issue is what we hope to provide.
Some will be offended, some will
find it erotic and a larger majority
will have “mixed” feelings. Let’s
have the discussion at the Women’s
Center, in your classes or post-production!
Cathy Springfield | Director
of Performing Arts
Erin Mattingly | ‘00 Alum
Director, “Hot n’ Throbbing”

Promoting Unity
What has happened to the student section? I am not talking about
energy, passion or desire for victory, which remain in abundance. I am
talking about our unity. The student
section has become a hodgepodge
of different colors; blue, white,
brown, green, grey (I think I saw
a purple shirt the other day). Being a senior, I can remember the
‘good ole days’ when the student
section would wear white for every
game and blue for the Crosstown
Shootout. I am not holding any
one person or group to blame, but
I think the following suggestions
would increase the visual quality
of the student section.
For the X-Shirt committee:
NO baby blue shirts. I understand
the need to turn a profit with new
shirts, but reinventing the logo is a
better choice than switching colors
every year. Now if we really need to
change shirt color on an annual ba-

sis, the committee should alternate
between white and dark blue.
We as students are not free of
blame. The brown UPS shirts are
just weird because they are brown. I
am all for groups honoring specific
players—especially Derrick Brown
(the best PR asset Xavier has). Now
if the shirts were white or blue with
brown letters saying, “What can
Brown do for you?” with a picture
of him posterizing someone, that
would be a more successful shirt
for our school.
Xavier students and X-Shirt
committee, let us come together
and make a unified student section
that wears the same color. Unity
of zeal and spirit as well as dress
improves the overall quality of the
student section atmosphere—right
now it is awesome, but with a little
work, it can be legendary.
Zak Woods | ‘08

E D I T O R—

Safest sex
According to Matt Finger, 91
percent of universities and colleges
with Catholic affiliation do NOT
make contraception available to
students. Why would Xavier University undermine its Catholic values and join the small minority of
institutions that do offer contraception? Shoving condoms and birth
control into the hands of young
adults leads them to believe that
sexual activity is not just accepted,
but expected. I am suggesting that
Xavier take direct action to discourage these activities. Nearly every
established religion, not just Catholicism, views sexual intercourse
outside of marriage as a sin.
Abstinence is the only method
of contraception that is 100 percent safe and 100 percent effective. Birth control pills can lead to
cardiovascular disease, high blood
pressure and blood clots, according
to the Food and Drug Administration. A small number of women die
each year from using oral contraceptives and the newer patch. What
does that say about the guy who
wants you to use the pill? Condoms
are not 100 percent effective against
pregnancy and while they can
reduce the risk of spreading some
STDs, they are ineffective against
others. Contraception gives people
a false sense of security.
Xavier University is a Jesuit
university, which should be committed to Catholic values. We
chose to go here and those values
most likely played some role in
determining that.
As college students, do we need
contraception? No, nor do we need
sex.
Jen Gramke | ‘10

Loss of liberty
Sept. 11 has transformed the
United States from an open, democratic society to a closed, garrisoned
state. The defining characteristics of
a national security state are: (1) Visible increase in uniformed security
(2) Lack of accountability in law
enforcement (3) Reduced judiciary
supervision on executive powers
(4) Media in the service of the State
(5) More and more national resources devoted to security threats
(6) Patriotism moving to nationalism (7) Anxious wartime mentality
and permanent war economy (8)
Monitoring targeted individuals and
groups (9) Direct attack on dissent
(10) Increased and indiscriminate
surveillance.
The impact of the USA PATRI-

OT Act on Muslims bears witness
to the nation’s rite of passage. Tens
of thousands of Muslims were registered, arrested, detained, humiliated and tortured.
Sen. Feingold reminded the nation that “wartime has sometimes
brought us the greatest tests of our
Bill of Rights.” Looking back in
history, there is ample evidence of
backlash against minorities during
national crisis, e.g. the internment
of Japanese-, German-, and Italian-Americans during World War
II, the blacklisting of supposed
communist sympathizers during the
McCarthy era and the surveillance
and harassment of antiwar protesters, including Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., during the Vietnam War.

The pattern seems to repeat
itself. With 9/11, we have adopted
a policy of large scale preventative detention of Muslims and
wholesale deportation of South
Asians. It does not appear that we,
as a nation, have learned from our
past mistakes. We keep violating
Constitutionally-protected rights of
people during a national crisis, only
to have to make amends later. The
ill treatment of Muslims in America
will likely meet with the same fate.
The only question is when will the
apology come? By then, it might
be too late.
Kam C. Wong | Chair
Criminal Justice
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DOC TALK
(DOC TALK)

Dear Doc,
Over break I got sick from something I ate. Are there certain
foods which are proven to be higher risks than others?
-All Cleaned Out
Dear All Cleaned Out,
The highest risk foods are raw foods. Meat, poultry, eggs and
shellfish are common sources. Unpasturized milk and juice, although
uncommon in the city, are sources too. Raw fruits and vegetables can
also be a problem. Washing them can reduce, but not eliminate, the
risk. The food preparer can reduce the risk of spreading disease by
handwashing and cleaning surfaces used for raw foods before laying
other foods on the same surface.

Dear Doc,
My roommate gets a lot of bloody noses and leaves the blood
soaked tissues on the sink stand. It’s disgusting. How do I
protect myself?
-Grossed Out
Dear Grossed Out,
You should be careful. Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C and HIV can be
spread to open wounds or dermatitis. If you’re going to clean up after
your roommate, get some disposable gloves and cleansing wipes or
spray (Lysol) to clean the sink area.

Eyes and ears open wide
You know, I think I used to be
homophobic.
Not because I was a hateful person, nor because my parents were,
nor because my religious leaders
told me to be.
But basically, because I was
ignorant.
I didn’t understand homosexuality, and I didn’t know any homosexuals; all I knew was that homosexuality is different, and different
tends to scare people.
And so, I responded in the way
that is all-too-common nowadays: I
looked at homosexuality as unnatural, as sinful, as dangerous.
Thank God I grew up.
I attribute so much of that growth
to experience. Coming to college, I
met new people, I looked at things
in new ways, I learned about situations I knew nothing about. (I also,
through listening to Fr. Graham’s
wonderful homilies, learned how to
use tricolon most effectively.)
Attending the Xavier Alliance’s
showing of the movie “For the
Bible Tells Me So” has been one
more step in that journey to fully
understand the world that surrounds me.
Though I would like to think
I’ve already come far away from

the homophobia that might have all but go away. It’s a lot harder to
dominated my views in high school, really believe someone is an abomiI still feel like the film helped me nation destined straight for Hell if
see how other people deal with you really care about them.
similar revelations.
I’ve decided to opt-out of furAs I was watching it, I couldn’t thering my problems with the
help thinking how imperative it conservative, narrow-minded,
is for people to purposely expose Bible-thumping, unyielding and
themselves to different ideas and to ignorant Christian right, because
challenge their existing presupposi- that doesn’t help anything either.
tions, especially about people.
We have to learn to understand
How can people harbor so much those people, too.
hate against individuals? How
I don’t think you have to be
can people believe that
“cool” with homosexualothers would subject
ity, either. But you have
themselves to such
to understand that gay
discrimination if they
people are still people,
felt they could choose
no more nor less than
this battle? How can
you and I.
people’s view of an allMy faith still tells
good and all-loving God
me that a homo-erotic
warp their perceptions of
lifestyle is wrong, but so is
other people into someany sexual relationship outthing so negative and
side of wedlock (and
darren
discriminatory?
I do apologize that a
Lacour
I still feel that the
homosexual one isn’t
basic answer to this question is that an option in the Church, because
people refuse to learn. They refuse I know that the past 20 years have
to open their eyes and see, and they been pretty hard for me to deal with;
refuse to associate the things they I’m really looking forward to my
speak out so passionately against wedding day...er...night).
with real people.
Besides, we’ve all got crosses
You know, if everybody had a to bear. Don’t hate people because
gay friend, these problems would theirs are heavier than yours.

So It Goes by Matt Kroeger
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Madeline’s new
cure-all elixir
What if I told you that I was usFor the smokers: It has been
ing a miracle drug that can remedy proven that even smokers can reobesity, depression, drug addiction, cover full lung potential through
smoker’s lung, sleep troubles and running. What an awesome gift.
many other impediments affecting There is about 50 percent unused
your daily life? What if I told you lung potential that can be utilized
that this drug can get you high, when running.
make you happy, improve your
For the drug-users: There’s
academic and social life and make a well-known phenomena in the
your body run like a machine? And runner world called the “runner’s
what if I told you that this drug was high.” The runner’s high occurs
free and legal? Would you do it?
when the natural chemical AnanMy name is Madeline and I am damide crosses the blood-brain
mild-to-moderately addicted to run- barrier, creating feelings comning. I come from a family of non- monly associated with those of
runners. Athletes, yes, but none of Tetrahydrocannabinol—feelings
us have the lean, bony, fatless body of euphoria, relaxation and cessathat typical runners have.
tion of pain. Last week I spoke
My siblings and I stuck to con- with a professional who described
tact sports in high school, and all the runner’s high as similar to the
four of us began running in
endorphin high of heroin.
college to stay in shape.
Finally, for the scared:
All three siblings have
If you have a desire to
completed at least one
begin running, that is the
marathon, including
first step. The hardest
my brother who qualipart is getting out the
fied for and ran the
door. Throw on some
Boston Marathon.
athletic clothes and
I began running
shoes and run up and
half-marathons my
down campus a few
madeline
freshman year of coltimes if that is what
lafave
lege, and four or five
fatigues you at first.
later, I am ready to train for my Read up on tips for beginning runfirst full.
ners online, head to the gym and try
I quickly found out that running it out on a treadmill or enlist a friend
is neither easy nor boring, as I had to try it with you. The main thing
once perceived it to be in high is to get started and later you can
school, yet it has the potential to define your goals more clearly.
be the most energizing, spiritual,
I could write endlessly on the
relaxing or challenging part of my benefits of running, but my main
day. My self-esteem and confidence reason for writing this week is
sky-rocket during marathon train- to plug the Flying Pig Marathon,
ing.My life changed drastically Marathon Relay, Half-Marathon
when I committed myself to the and 10k races, which will take place
sport, and I have an intense desire to the weekend of May 4. Cincinnati’s
share this passion with others.
Flying Pig marathon was recently
To those of you who feel unwor- listed among the top 10 most fun
thy of this miracle drug, I address marathons. I highly recommend
you specifically.
researching this amazing event onFor the over-stressed and over- line and considering participation.
worked: Studies have shown that Three months should be allotted
distance running does wonders on to train for the half-marathon, and
the brain. Anxieties become mere 12 weeks until race day is Sunday,
annoyances on a run and are put Feb. 10.
out of the mind. Running provides
I recommend Hal Higdon’s
the perfect mental environment Novice training schedule which
to work out problems. It is one you can print out for free online
of the most efficient workouts for from www.halhigdon.com/halfmathe schedule-oriented, giving you rathon/nonce.htm
solid exercise in the least amount
So drug-addicts, smokers, fatof time. Making time for this daily ties, skinnies, downers and normal
run will force you to improve time- people unite! Try out my drug to
management skills, therefore time solve nearly any problem. Come
is utilized more effectively.
on, everybody’s doing it!
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BRIEFS
Doug Tifft, Editor
Sports Desk: 745-2878
newswire-sports@xavier.edu

Track teams set
school records
The Xavier Indoor Track teams
turned in strong performances in the
Indiana Relays, held Saturday on
the campus of Indiana University
in Bloomington.
The men’s squad of Clinton
Womack, Sam Lewis, Ben Nathan
and Luke Beuerlein combined for
a school record time of 7:51.44 in
the 4x800 relay.
The time was good enough for
a respectable fifth place showing in
the event for the Musketeers.
The women’s team of Becky
Clark, Kate Phillips, Caitlin Thomas and Caitlin Shagena established
an indoor record in their 4x800 with
a time of 10:10.31.
Three runners on the men’s
squad ran personal-bests in the
5,000-meter run: Ben Milroy finishing in 14:58.25, Drew Kaiser in 15:28.57 and Joe Ryan in
16:22.82.
The teams now prepare for the
Atlantic 10 Indoor Meet in Kingston, R. I. on Feb. 16.

Women’s tennis has
perfect week

The Xavier Newswire

Battling the St. Louis blues
Men head to SLU for tough road game; return Sunday for St. Joe’s
Men’s
A-10
Standings

Doug Tifft
Sports Editor

“Be ready.”
Those two words have been head
coach Sean Miller’s rallying cry before every big game this season.
He uttered them when preparing for Indiana, Tennessee and
Dayton.
He repeated the phrase again
on Tuesday, as Xavier prepares for
Thursday’s road trip to St. Louis.
The Billikens currently sit at
3-4 in Atlantic 10 conference play,
locked in a five way tie for seventh
place in the conference.
The Musketeers have had trouble in the past at St. Louis, mainly
due to their cavernous 20,000 seat
Scottrade Center where they have
struggled shooting the ball, resulting in two straight losses there.
“Each of the last two years we
have not played our best at St.
Louis,” Miller said. “Scheduling
in the past has been bizarre. Last
year we played on Thursday in
New York City and then Saturday
at St. Louis and that did not help
our performance.”
Even without travel obstacles,
Xavier will be faced with a tough
test in the Billikens.
Under new head coach Rick
Majerus, St. Louis is able to slow a
game down and make it a defensive
battle.
Xavier will rely heavily on the
senior backcourt of Drew Lavender
and Stanley Burrell to not only control style of play, but to shut down
St. Louis’s standout backcourt
pair of Kevin Lisch and Tommie
Liddell.
Lavender and Burrell will attempt to impose an up tempo style
of game that allows every Xavier
player to get involved.
That style was on display on
Saturday night as six Xavier players
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Stanley Burrell’s defensive pressure will be key if Xavier is to pick up their
first win in three years in St. Louis.

George Washington 1

6

reached double figures in a 75-62
victory over La Salle.
The balance that the Muskies
possess allowed them to compensate for an off night from second
leading scorer B. J. Raymond, who
finished with three points on 1 of 9
shooting.
“It just shows you how deep
we are. We have a lot of different
weapons,” senior forward Josh
Duncan said.
Xavier will need that balance
to play a crucial role again this
Sunday as St. Joseph’s comes to
Cintas Center.
The teams are currently tied for
first place in the Atlantic 10.

Hawks post players.
St. Joseph’s also will enter the
game with some confidence carrying over after a 77-55 blowout win
over Villanova on Monday night.
Despite their impressive résumé,
the Hawks will still be looking for a
defining victory to move themselves
off of “the bubble” and solidify an
NCAA tournament spot.
A road victory over nationally
ranked and presumptive tournament
team Xavier would serve to fit that
description well.
This week may solidify Xavier’s
place in the A-10, as well as nationally, and they seem to be ready for
the challenge.

newswire photo by erika bresee

The Hawks also pose a frontcourt threat.
St. Joe’s is led by 6’10 senior
wingman Pat Calathes, 6’9 junior
forward Ahmed Nivens and 6’8
senior forward Rob Ferguson.
Xavier has not seen a team led
by their frontcourt, as opposed to
their backcourt, in over a month,
since they took on Kansas State at
U. S. Bank Arena on Dec. 31.
Although the Xavier frontcourt
of Jason Love, Derrick Brown and
Duncan effectively shut down the
young Kansas St. post players,
including All-American Michael
Beasley, they may face a tougher
test against the experience of the

-Paid Advertisement-
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Sophomore Jill Druco was named
Atlantic 10 Player of the Week
after she went 4-0 on the week.
The Xavier women’s tennis team
went 2-0 on the road this week, with
victories over Eastern Michigan
and Toledo.
Eastern Michigan, ranked No.
74 nationally coming in to the
match, came up short 4-3 against
a Musketeer squad that swept the
three doubles matches and stole
three of the six singles matches.
Tifanie Treece, Jill Druco and
Jeanette Feider all picked up two
wins in the match.
Druco repeated the feat a day
later as she again teamed with Annie Diedalis for a doubles win, and
picked up another singles victory.
Druco was later named the A-10
Player of the Week for carrying a
perfect record on the weekend.
Fieder, Kara Courtney and Kaitlyn Zinn also notched singles victories for the Muskies in the win.

For more sports coverage, including Super Bowl XLII coverage, go
to xavier.edu/newswire.

Do you have an unanswered question,
concern, idea or a proposed initiative that
you would like to discuss?

Bring it to the “MAT”
(Meet and Talk)

Where: Hoff Dining Hall
When: Thursday, February 7th, Noon –1:00
You’re invited to lunch and discussion with

Dr. Kathleen Simons

Associate Provost for Student Life and Leadership
No Reservations Needed Just Come and Talk
Students not on a meal plan are asked to call 745-3166
to arrange for a meal pass

SPORTS
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Women strong in A-10 play

Xavier goes 2-0 on week to improve to remain first in conference
Emily Neubauer
Staff Writer

Lead by sophomore Amber Harris and freshman Ta’Shia Phillips,
Xavier’s women outshined the St.
Louis Billikens in their game on
Wednesday, winning by 17 points
with a score of 69-52.
In addition to scoring 20 points
for the 12th time, Harris also had
three assists, securing her reputation as one of Xavier’s most valuable players.
Phillips played an equally impressive game, making 11 of 13
shots and blocking more shots than
ever before.
Junior forward Tudy Reed also
greatly contributed to Xavier’s victory against SLU with three assists,
six points and three blocks.
The game was tied at the half,
but the Xavier Musketeers played
strong defense, preventing the
Billikens from scoring for the first
seven minutes of the second half.
Despite the efforts of Katie Paganelli, who scored 17 points for the
Billikens, Saint Louis was unable
to recover from such a weak start
and the Musketeers continued to
increase their lead.
After their huge win against
the Billikens, Xavier’s record improved to 15-6.
The Musketeers continued on
their winning streak as they beat
Rhode Island 80-63, raising their
record to 16-6 and 6-1 in the Atlantic 10 conference.
Once again Harris was the
high-scorer, leading the pack with
20 points and achieving her fourth
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Sophomore Amber Harris averaged 20 points and 11.5 rebounds as
Xavier picked up wins over St. Louis and Rhode Island.
straight double-double after snatching 10 rebounds.
April Phillips also had an incredible game, shooting 6 of 6
from the field for a career-high of
16 points.
Center Ta’Shia Phillips proved
herself yet again; she scored 15

points and was just one rebound
short of a double-double.
On Monday Phillips was named
Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week for
the ninth time this season.
Sophomore forward Maureen
Hester also greatly contributed
to Xavier’s win by scoring seven
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Letter to the sports editor
This article is written to bring to
light the lack of attention that the
Newswire gives to smaller sports
at Xavier.
I would first like to preface
this by saying that I know the
smaller sports don’t bring in the
big money.
However, this should not in any
way diminish their significance or
coverage by the Newswire.
Swimming, tennis, cross country
and golf all put in the same amount
of time practicing (20 hrs. a week)
and signed the same contract as
other sports teams on campus,
saying that they would represent
Xavier University in both athletic
and academic pursuits.
So, if all things are equal in
the beginning, the same attention
should be paid to all sports.
It is appalling when sports such
as swimming, golf, cross country
and tennis can produce amazing
results and not receive mention in
our newspaper.
These sports produce great results and should be recognized.
For example, in December when
the men’s swim team won the Zippy
Invitational, a meet they have never
won and in the process produced an
A-10 Swimmer of the Week, Pat
McGrath, who won the 500 free-

style first honor, and an Athlete of
the Week, John Buckley, who broke
the 200 breaststroke record and won
the 100 and 200 breaststroke.
Then the women’s team broke
five team records: the 200, 500,
1,000 and 1,650 free, as well as the
200 freestyle relay and produced
A-10 Rookie of the Week, Kari
Peglar.
The women’s team also finished
fourth overall, their highest finish
ever at the Zippy Invitational.
Some more examples of teams
going unnoticed are the cross
country team finishing 18th in a
NCAA tournament, and placing
third at A-10.
Two golfers qualified for the
Amateur U.S. Open and three were
named to a NGCA All-Academic
Scholar team and little or nothing
was said about it.
It is time for the students at
this university to be exposed to
all the sports that compete and
represent them and for the athletes
that represent this university to be
acknowledged.
This article is dedicated to all the
unsung heroes of Xavier sports.
Shane Jenkins
Class of ‘07
Graduate Assistant for the Xavier
swim team

points, grabbing five rebounds and
making four assists.
Jerri Taylor, a junior guard, was
6 of 7 from the field and accounted
for 14 of Xavier’s 80 points.
Although URI dominated early
in the second half, out-shooting the
Musketeers 18-7 and changing their
halftime lead of 40-26 to 47-38,
Xavier sprung back into action and

took the lead yet again, due in part
to 14 turnovers that allowed for an
additional 21 points.
The Xavier women will be back
in action this Saturday as they host
Temple.
The teams are currently in a
three way tie along with No. 14
George Washington for first place
in the Atlantic 10 conference.

-Paid Advertisement-

Are you Strong in Math and Interested in Business?
The Master of Science in Quantitative Analysis Program at UC may be for you!
A well-established program, unique among universities in the region….
The program focuses on analytical approaches to finding computer-based solutions to complex business problems in
operations, marketing, finance, and many other fields using computer simulation and risk analysis, optimization, and
applied statistics, including forecasting and data mining.
A nationally ranked faculty…..
The MSQA program faculty has been ranked 4th nationally in research by the Academy of Management Journal and
faculty members have written the leading textbooks in business analytics, computer simulation, and total quality
management, as well as edited some of the top research journals in the field.
Outstanding Graduates……
“Challenging business problems we faced on a daily basis in the (MSQA) program make everyday business
problems trivial. I always preach that the best employee would be somebody with a math or physics degree coupled
with communication skills and business knowledge. I think the MSQA program at UC is the closest program to this
that I have ever seen.”
---- Chris Lynd, Senior Vice President of Financial Systems
US Bank
MSQA ‘97

Applications are now being accepted for the full-time and part-time MSQA programs
starting in Autumn 2008. The application submission deadline for full consideration
for financial aid is March 1, 2008.
For complete information visit our website
www.business.uc.edu/msqa
or
Contact Professor Uday Rao, MSQA Program Director, Uday.Rao@uc.edu 513-556-7138

College of
Business
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‘Throbbing’ with meaning
emily hoferer
Arts & Entertainment Editor

The Xavier Player’s production
of Paula Vogel’s “Hot ‘n Throbbing” is the most controversial yet
meaningful play in their line-up
this season.
Freshman Kelli Brinker takes
on the tough role of Charlene, a
single mother divorced from her
abusive husband, played wonderfully by Zach Berger. Charlene is
stressed out—not only are her tumultuous teenage kids, Leslie Ann
played by sophomore Abby Booth
and Calvin played by junior Jeff
Meinert, causing her a headache,
but she’s also close to deadline
on her screenplay. Charlene is no
Oscar winning screenwriter; however her screenplays are considered
women’s erotica.
Director Erin Bukowski cleverly staged the scenes of Charlene
and her crumbling family between
steamy scenes with a male and female voiceover. These voiceovers,
particularly the female’s, act out
Charlene’s screenplays in the beginning, but soon come to represent
her and her husband Clyde as the
tension between them builds. This
was delicately done and it really
helped set the tone of the play.
The play is intense from start to
finish, with a subtle mix of humor,
but from the opening lines the audience can literally feel the tension in
the character of Charlene. Brinker
did a wonderful job of capturing

the vulnerability and struggle in
her life.
However, the actor who stole
the show was Zach Berger. Immediately the audience wants to hate
him because he beats his wife. As
his dialogue with Charlene carries
the play we see that he is a tortured
soul, and I came close to sympathizing with him (but not quite).
It’s hard to play someone who is
mean, but it’s even harder to play
their complexities, and Berger did
great in this play.
It also takes a brave woman
to pole dance and strip in front of
people for a part, and freshman
Lauren Yadlowsky did a great
job. This girl is more than just the
physicality of the part, she is also
a wonderful actress and broke my
heart by the end of the play. Senior
Byron Bryson had the challenge of
playing many small characters in
his role as the male voiceover and
he did very well.
Booth, who played the energetic
and sometimes obnoxious Leslie
Ann, bothered me throughout the
play, but my views on her changed
at the end (which I’m not going to
dare reveal here). Meinert inserted
lots of innocence and youth into his
performance as Calvin.
Good performances aside, the
play itself stands as a solid written
work that explores taboo subjects
which should be discussed more
often. While the promos say that
this play raises questions about

domestic violence and pornography
and if they are related, the play
itself makes no direct connection.
Instead, it leaves it open to the audience to see if pornography, and
more importantly, our overall sexuality as humans, can harm or better
our relationships with others.
My only qualm with the play
was that some of the interactions
among the characters made me
uncomfortable, as it should, but
it’s just plain weird if the actress
playing Leslie, who is Clyde’s
daughter, starts stroking him. It’s
hard for the audience to get it out
of their heads.
It is my hope that the Players
continue to bring more provocative
and stirring works to campus, even
if they continue to promote pole
dancing lessons.
“Hot ‘n Throbbing” will be
showing at 7:30 on Feb. 7-10 in
the GSC Theatre. Tickets are $3 for
students $5 for general admission.
The Newswire wants everyone to
note that the content of this play is
for mature audiences only.

Hot n Throbbing
Starring: Kelli Brinker, Zach
Berger, Abby Booth

Newswire Official Rating:

««««
-Paid Advertisement-

newswire photo by erika bresee

Freshman Lauren Yadlosky (left) in the most clothing you’ll see in the
entire play speaking the inner thoughts of Charlene, played by Kelli
Brinker (right).
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Out of body experience

emily hoferer
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Whether you are into science
or not, “Bodies…the Exhibition”
at the Cincinnati Museum Center
is well worth the price of admission. The exhibit opened Feb. 1
and showcases real human bodies
stripped of their skin and displayed
in a way to show viewers the complexity of the human body.
There are over 20 bodies positioned and dissected in various
ways throughout the exhibit. Some
bodies are used to display muscles
and tissue just beneath the skin.
Others show how the organs in your
body are stacked and arranged.
Each of the bodies’ various
systems (circulatory, reproductive,
etc.) can be examined thoroughly.
The most fascinating of these were
the nervous system, which examines the brain and the reproductive
system, which lead into a display
showing the stages of an embryo.
The bodies are polymer preserved (and surprisingly there is no
overwhelming stench in the exhibit)
and were dissected by medical ex-

perts. The bodies are from China
and were actually dissected in the
1970s. Each body takes about a
year to fully dissect and position.
While this exhibit is overwhelmingly educational, the Archbishop
of Cincinnati has prohibited all
Catholic schools from taking field
trips to the exhibit.
He explains that the human body
should be respected even when it
is dead. Since the exhibit started
in 2004, this is the first time that
someone from the Catholic Church
has spoken out against it.
It is hard to believe the displays
are actual human bodies that used
to be alive, but it’s a far superior
experience than staring at a plastic
dummy in anatomy class. Seeing
all of the nerve endings and fibers
inside a human just blew my mind.
It’s far more complex than I ever
imagined.
The display takes about an hour
and a half to go through and costs
$23. I would recommend going during the week in the late afternoon
where there is a parking discount
and you can avoid the weekend and

Speckled Bird
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“Hot ‘n Throbbing”
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Perhaps this thinker is featured in the nervous system section?
school children crowds.
“The Human Body,” which costs
The Cincinnati Museum Center an extra $3.
is a pretty neat place by itself, but
The exhibit will be in Cincinnati
this is even more reason to go. until Sept. 1.
There is also an Omnimax show,

The Players welcome you to see
the play everyone is talking about.
From 3-4 p.m. on Feb. 7 try some
pole dancing lesson in the GSC
Studio cost is $3 and includes
a free ticket to the show. The
Xavier Players are staging Paula
Vogel’s play, “Hot ‘n’ Throbbing,” at 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 7-10
in the GSC Studio Theater. The
central theme of the show revolves
around a key question: Which is
more obscene: pornography or
domestic violence? Tickets to the
play are $3 for students, faculty
and staff and $5 for all others.

SOA film

Because all you
need is love.
www.xavier.edu/
newswire

The film “On the Line” will be
showing at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday,
Feb. 12 in Logan. The film takes
an insider’s look at the people
behind the movement to close
the SOA/WHINSEC, and the cast
includes Martin Sheen, Susan
Sarandon and Fr. Roy Bourgeois.
Following the film there will be a
short discussion focusing on experiences from the trip and the film.
The event is open to the public

Homemade cookies
-Paid Advertisement-

photos courtesytspeckledbirdcafe.com

Brandy williams
Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor

The Speckled Bird Café is
an eclectic blend of bold colors,
funky style, delicious coffee and
pastries. Located at 1766 Mills on
the corner of Mills and Carter, the
outside view doesn’t give justice to
the whimsical `70s fashioned café
patrons are about to enter.
For $8.75 I was able to get the
hummingbird, a strawberry, banana and chocolate crepe, with an
strawberry Italian soda with whip
crème—delicious.
Their menu features an assortment of coffees, teas and pastries,
including $6 crepes. Coffee ranges
from $1.25 to $4, pastries $1-$3 and
during the week they offer reasonably priced soup and sandwiches.
Patrons have the choice of sitting at iron-wrought tables and
chairs, wooden church benches or

comfy 1970s leather lounge chairs.
Polka-dot room dividers hang
from the ceiling, giving the small
spunky café a sense of privacy. A
cool, raised platform gives patrons
a window view, comfy chairs and
their own personal coffee table.
A large picture of long-beaked
birds drinking from a sea of colors
adorns the wall, as well as postcards, posters and art containing
even more birds engaging in various activities.
The café is open Tuesday
through Friday 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and 7 p.m. to midnight, Saturday
9 a.m. to midnight and Sunday 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.
The Speckled Bird Café offers
a nice atmosphere to catch up on
reading, homework, writing or
hanging out with friends. Visit them
at http://speckledbirdcafe.com.

Late Night Movie
The Late Night Movie for February
is “American Gangster,” starring
Denzel Washington and Russell
Crowe. The show starts at 11 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 7- Saturday, Feb. 9
in the GSC Theatre. The movie is
free to students with an All Card.

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or after February 5...
Jack Johnson Sleep Through the Static (Universal Republic) ... Sheryl Crow Detours (A&M Records) ... k.d. lang Watershed (NONESUCH) ... Kenny G Rhythm and Romance (Concord Records) ...Jill
Scott Live in Paris (Hidden Beach).					

The Italian-American Club will,
be selling homemade Valentine’s
Day cookies during lunch hours
from Feb. 5-8. You can even have
your cookies and a personalized
note delivered directly to your
sweetheart or a secret crush on
campus for free on Wednesday, Feb. 13. Cookies will be
sold as a pack of three cookies for $3, or two packs for $5.

Live Wires
Saturday, Feb. 9

Saturday Feb. 8

@ 20th Century Theatre

@ Victoria Theater

Sunday, Feb. 9
Third Eye Blind $25
@ Madison Theater

Tuesday, Feb. 12
Dark Star Orchestra $20
@ Bogarts

Ingrid Michaelson $12

Parrots of the Caribbean $15
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Calendar City

Tuesday
February 12

By Briana Hansen. To place an item in the calendar, mail to hansenb@xavier.edu.

Sunday
February 10

Republicans:
Fearing change since 1865
In order to accomodate the
massive amounts of change in
this year’s paper, Calendar City
has been yet again re-formatted.
Fortunately, we have returned
to our home on the back page.
Unfortunately, the page has
to be tweaked a bit and I fear
change like the elderly fear Indian food.
Perhaps the free massages at
the GSC fireplace at 12 p.m. sponsored by the AB West Virginia
group will help calm me down.
Fortunately, my Calendar
City background makes it look
like this city is a real place!
Unfortunately, everywhere I
turn I see something different
that makes me scared. Like that
man outside my window...

Show’s over, creeper!
Find yourself another window!

Thursday
February 7

What scares me the most?
Not my recurring dream about
being trapped in Dr. Seuss’s book
“Green Eggs and Ham,” where
the green eggs are my parents
and the ham is my dog...
What scares me most is the
library renovations. I don’t know
what to do with myself when I
walk into my old geek stomping grounds. The whole place
has gotten too shiny and too
cryptic and too confusing and
too clean-smelling for me to feel
comfortable anymore! What am I
supposed to do?

Friday
February 8

The only thing I can do with
myself in this renovated library
is keep my head down and go
straight to the only computer lab
that went virtually untouched by
the construction. If that computer
lab is signed out by a professor,
heaven forbid, I have to simply
walk right back out.
I no longer venture up the
stairs. I no longer pass the welcome desk. I no longer believe in
adventure.

Why did you change, my dear
library? Why?

Silliness! We are giggling like we’re
old friends! So crazy!

Saturday
February 9

Comedy! Laughter! Laughing? We are laughing. We are
having fun! How much fun? So
much fun! We will never forget
the fun times we have had! Not
ever? Never! Making memories
forever and ever!
If you want these words to be
your thoughts, you should go to
the “Comedy Show” at 7 p.m. in
the GSC Theatre. It’s free!

I really wish there was something to do. I think I’ll put in an
emotional CD and have a sentimental moment...
*Ahem*
Oh Sunday.
You came and you gave me so
much time...
But I wasted you away!
Oh Sunday.
*Sigh*

Mr. Manilow...
You know the way to my heart.

Sleepy Old Abigail! If only you had
stayed awake, you deadly woman...

Some of us just don’t know when
enough is enough...

Monday
February 11

There is a movie entitled
“Pride” showing tonight at 6 p.m.
in the GSC Clocktower Lounge.
If anyone sees some “pride”
with my name on it, please return
it to me. I lost it long ago when I
decided to take a job on the campus paper and engage in endless
self-deprecation week after week
for the sake of a cheap laugh...like
saying poop! Haha! Poop!

- Paid Advertisement -

There will be a SOA film showing at 7:30 p.m. in Logan 101
tonight.
SOA, in this case, stands for
School Of the Americas. With a
little imagination, it can stand for
many things...
Shmuck On the Atlantic.
Sickening Order of Apples.
Scared? Only Afterwards...
Silly Original Acronyms.
Sleepy Old Abigail...
That’s not an acronym, actually, it’s a sad story about a
woman who couldn’t stay awake
long enough to save a poor young
giraffe’s spots from their doom...
Tune in next week for all the
fun!

